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'Dicta Observes
Extradition laws between the states were designed for
the adequate enforcement of criminal law.
Times without number, however, the enforcement
officers find themselves powerless to secure a conviction because no legal machinery exists to compel the attendance of
a necessary witness who has left the state. The Attorney
General of Ohio has started a movement which might well
become national in scope, and a reprint of an article in the
Ohio Bar Association Report for January 8th is given below:
"Suggesting the advisability of an agreement between states
which would permit the subpoenaing and enforcement of the subpoena
of witnesses in criminal cases, Attorney General John W. Bricker
directed letters to the attorneys general of Michigan, West Virginia,
Kentucky, Indiana and Pennsylvania. Bricker pointed out that prosecuting officials of Ohio are powerless to act when witnesses either purposely
or otherwise go into adjoining states because there is no authority by
which they may be returned. Since the same situation exists in other
states, Bricker suggested an agreement with states adjoining Ohio which
will permit witnesses to be subpoenaed even though they have gone into
adjoining states. He referred to the U. S. constitution, which provides that a state may enter into an agreement or compact with another
state with the consent of congress. Stating that he felt congress would
give such consent under the circumstances, Bricker urged the adoption of
such an agreement in his letters to the attorneys general of the adjoining
states."

RESUME OF EXISTING VETERANS' LEGISLATION
By JOHN C. VIVIAN, of the Denver Bar

ICTA of August, 1932, contained an article captioned "The Law of the Veteran," which set forth
briefly the provisions of the Federal law governing
the soldiers of all wars as it existed at that time. This was
based on the World War veterans Act of 1924 with amendments, together with the decisions and regulations promulgated by the director of the then existing Veterans Bureau.
That law was completely abrogated by the Act of
March 20, 1933. It is believed the bar of Denver and Colorado will be interested in the drastic and far-reaching law and
regulations issued by the President under congressional authority which replaced the basic law governing the care of the
disabled veterans which had been built up step by step during
the 15 years following the signing of the Armistice.
The following resume has accordingly been prepared
covering, in a general way, the provisions of the new act and
the regulations promulgated thus far by the President.
The author acknowledges his indebtedness to Carl C.
Brown of the National Rehabilitation Committee of the
American Legion for assistance in preparing this exposition.
Public Number 2, "An Act to Maintain the Credit of the United
States Government," which was approved March 20, 1933, definitely
repeals all prior laws "granting medical or hospital treatment, domiciliary care, compensation and other allowance, pension, disability al-

lowance or retirement pay to veterans and dependents of veterans and
all laws granting or pertaining to yearly renewable term insurance,"
and establishes a new system of caring for veterans and their dependents
based upon Regulations issued by the President.
In short it repeals all laws relating to war veterans since the inception of the Spanish-American War and all laws relating to pension and
allowances for peace-time service. It also reduces by ten per cent the
amount of any general law pension not otherwise affected. This includes pensions allowed because of Civil War service.
The Regulations are twelve in number and provide the only basis
for payment of pension and the allowance of other benefits for former
members of the military service since the beginning of the SpanishAmerican War. For convenience, this article covers the World War
alone, although many of the general principles stated are applicable to
all the War Veterans included in the law.
A part of Public Number 78, 73rd Congress, approved on June
16, 1933, known as the Independent Offices Appropriation Bill, is in
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the nature of an amendment to the Act of March 20. It saved the
Regional Offices for the current fiscal year, provided for the continuation of Veterans' Administration patients in certain State Hospitals,
prohibited a reduction of more than twenty-five per cent in the amount
of compensation being paid on March 20 in those cases where service
connection is saved, provided for the Special Boards to review cases
previously granted a presumptive service connection, permitted payment
of certain claims pending adjudication on March 20 and definitely saved
the compensation being paid to dependents of deceased veterans on
March 20, except for fraud, mistake or misrepresentation.
GENERAL INFORMATION
One who served for ninety days or more is presumed to have been
in sound condition when accepted for service except for defects, infirmities or disorders noted at or before acceptance. This presumption of
sound condition is rebuttable by evidence or medical judgment.
There is a presumption of service connection for certain chronic
diseases which are present within one year after discharge, providing the
man had ninety days or more active service. This presumption of service connection is rebuttable by affirmative evidence, or, the showing of
an intercurrent disease or injury which is a recognizable cause of the
chronic disease. Where pulmonary tuberculosis develops to a far advanced stage within two years after discharge, it may be presumed to
be due to military service.
AMOUNT PAYABLE
From $6 to $90 per month in accordance with degree of disability as established by Rating Schedule. Twenty-five dollars in addition to ratable amount for loss of or loss of use of one hand, one foot
or one eye. Specific rates up to $250 per month for specific injuries.
MEN DISCHARGED FROM DRAFT OR NOT ACCEPTED
FOR MILITARY SERVICE
are only entitled to pension for disability actually incurred in line of
duty and not due to own misconduct during the period while they
were under military control.
PENSION FOR DEATH DUE TO WAR SERVICE
Requirements-Death must have occurred during war service or
be due to a service-incurred disability.
Payable to--Surviving widow, child or children and/or dependent mother or father.
AWARDS OF DISABILITY AND DEATH PENSIONS
Effective date of award-Pension may not be paid prior to discharge from service, date of veteran's death, the happening of the contingency upon which the award is based, or the date of application,
whichever is the later date.
If application for pension is not complete the Veterans' Admin-
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istration will notify claimant what evidence is needed to complete claim,
and if evidence is not filed within six months from the date it is requested, no pension may be paid on that application.
Increased pension is payable only from the date of filing evidence
showing entitlement to increase and filing of claim therefor.
Pension to a widow ceases at death or remarriage.
Pension to a dependent parent ceases upon death, remarriage or
when dependency ceases to exist.
Pension to a parent cannot be paid unless the dependency is
shown within ten years from the veteran's death.
Pension to a child is paid until the eighteenth birthday or marriage, except that if the child is permanently and totally disabled, until
marriage or death, and, except until the child completes its education,
but not beyond the age of twenty-one.
Pension or Emergency Officers Retirement pay, not paid to the
person entitled during his lifetime is payable:
Upon the death of a veteran, first to the widow, if there is no
widow to the child or children under the age of eighteen at time of his
death;
Upon the death of a widow, to her children under the age of
eighteen at time of her death;
Upon the death of a person receiving an apportioned share of a
veteran's pension or emergency officers retirement pay, prior to payment
of same, to the veteran;
In all other cases as reimbursement of burial expense.
APPEALS
Board of Veterans Appeals-Chairman, Vice-Chairman and fifteen members appointed by Administrator of Veterans' Affairs and approved by President.
Appeals must be filed with the Administration Office which denied claim within six months from the date on which notice of action
appealed from was mailed by Veterans' Administration or from July 1,
1933, whichever is later date.
If no appeal is taken from a decision of Veterans' Administration
within the six months period that decision becomes final and the claim
may not thereafter be reopened or allowed except upon new and material evidence in the form of official reports from War or Navy Department.
An appeal may be made by the claimant, his guardian or authorized representative, or certain designated officials of the Veterans' Administration. Only one representative may be recognized at a time.
Appeals must be in writing and must clearly state the issue, pointing out the error of fact or law in the decision appealed from. In order
that the technical minor requirements for entering an appeal may be
complied with, Veterans' Administration Form P-9 should be used.
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SCHEDULE FOR RATING DISABILITIES
The ratings are based as nearly as possible upon average impairment of earning capacity resulting from injuries in civil occupations.
There are only ten grades of disability, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%,
60%, 70%, 80%, 90% and total.
PROTECTED AWARDS
Compensation being paid on March 20, 1933, where service connection has been continued under Publics 2 and/or 78, may not be
reduced more than twenty-five per cent except because of fraud, mistake,
misrepresentation, or to Federal employes, hospitalized cases and those
residing in foreign countries.
Compensation being paid to widows, children and dependent parents of World War veterans on March 20, 1933, under the World War
Veterans' Act may not be reduced or discontinued except for fraud,
mistake or misrepresentation, or remarriage of widow or parent or
when dependency of parent ceases to exist.
ENTITLEMENT TO EMERGENCY OFFICERS RETIREMENT
PAY
Emergency officers granted retirement with pay prior to March
20, 1933, may continue to receive retirement pay providing such person entered active service between April 6, 1917 and November 11,
1918, the disability was incurred in line of duty in such service and
that the disability directly resulted from the performance of military or
naval duty and a causative factor therefor is shown.
HOSPITAL AND DOMICILIARY CARE AND MEDICAL
TREATMENT
Honorably discharged veterans of any war suffering from serviceincurred disability are entitled to such hospitalization, domiciliary care
or medical treatment as is necessary for their service-incurred disability.
Reasonable traveling and other necessary expenses may be paid in such
cases but only upon authority granted by the Administration prior to
incurrence of expense. These benefits are not allowable to those who
reside outside of the United States, its territories or possessions.
Pension for service-incurred disability to any person receiving
hospitalization, institutional or domiciliary care by the United States
or any political subdivision thereof may not exceed fifteen dollars
($15.00) per month. If that person has a wife, child or dependent
parent the balance of his pension may be payable, on application, to
those dependents in the order named.
Honorably discharged veterans of any war who had ninety days
or more military service, who have a permanent disability, tuberculosis
or neuro-psychiatric ailments which incapacitate them from earning a
living and who have no adequate means of support may be granted
hospital or domiciliary care in a Veterans' Administration facility.
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Travel and other necessary expenses to and from the hospital or other
facility cannot be paid in such cases.
Pension for non-service-connected disability to any person receiving hospitalization, institutional or domiciliary care by the United
States or any political subdivision thereof may not exceed six dollars
($6.00) per month.
Clothing may be furnished to members of a Veterans' Administration facility only where the person is indigent and clothing is necessary to protect health or sanitation or where special clothing is necessary because of some prosthetic appliance.
If a person receiving hospitalization or domiciliary care dies before discharge therefrom the Administration may pay for preparation
of the body and transportation to the place of residence or nearest
National Cemetery.
YEARLY RENEWABLE (WAR RISK) TERM INSURANCE
Payment of war risk or automatic insurance which has matured
and under which payment was commenced prior to March 20, 1933,
or on any judgment theretofore or thereafter rendered in a suit, or
where the insurance was in effect by the payment of premiums when
the insured died may be made or continued under the terms of the
World War Veterans' Act, as amended.
No other payments of war risk term or automatic insurance may
be made and all claims pendiAg on March 20, 1933, have been disallowed.
PAYMENT OF BURIAL EXPENSES OF DECEASED WAR
VETERANS
A flag to drape the casket of any honorably discharged veteran
shall be furnished in all cases; after burial the flag is to be given to the
next of kin. Flags may be secured from a Veterans' Administration
facility or the nearest county seat post office.
When an honorably discharged veteran of any war dies a sum
not to exceed seventy-five dollars ($75.00) may be paid in reimbursement of burial, funeral and transportation expense, providing the veteran did not leave net assets in excess of one thousand dollars
($1,000.00).
No deduction is made because of any contribution
towards the expense by a state, political subdivision thereof, lodge, etc.,
but the aggregate of all sums allowed may not exceed the actual cost.
Claim for this allowance must be made within one year after the
death of the veteran. If the claim is not complete when filed the Veterans' Administration will advise the claimant what evidence is needed
to complete it, and if this evidence is not filed within six months after
request the claim cannot be allowed.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
The Administration may incur necessary court costs and other
expenses incident to committing mentally incompetent veterans to an
Administration Hospital or Home when such care is necessary, and in
the appointment of guardians for incompetent or minor beneficiaries
where to charge this expense to the estate of the beneficiary would unduly deplete it, and, in connection with the removal or supervision of
such guardians.
Representatives of the service organizations are recognized in the
presentation of claims. No such representative may charge a fee for
representing a veteran or the dependents of a veteran. A power of
attorney from the claimant to the organization must be filed in each
case.
DISTRICT COURT LIBRARY ADDITIONS
Rose's Notes, 1932 Supplement Vol. 5,
Corpus Juris, Vol. 64.
The American Law Institute has been working for nine (9) years
on "Restatement of the Law." Two subjects have been completed,
viz., "Contract" in two volumes and "Agency" in two volumes. These
books are now in the Library.
SUPREME COURT LIBRARY ADDITIONS
A TREATISE ON THE LAW OF NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS. By John
W. Daniel. Revised by Thomas H. Calvert. 7th Ed. 1933. 3
vols.
By Edward S. Stimson.
JURISDICTION AND POWER OF TAXATION.
1933.
ETHICAL SYSTEMS AND LEGAL IDEALS. By Felix S. Cohen. 1933.
INSANITY AS A DEFENSE IN CRIMINAL LAW. By Henry Weihofen.
1933.
RESTATEMENT OF THE LAW OF AGENCY. By The American Law
Institute. 1933. 2 vols.
FEDERAL SECURITIES ACT. By George C. Thorpe and Challen B.
Ellis. 1933.
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON (University) LAW REVIEW. 4 numbers
to date.
FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION JOURNAL. 5 numbers to date.
All the latest Court Reports, Session Laws and Statutes, and Search
Books of the Federal and State Governments.

POLITICAL ANTHOLOGY
By RAYMOND A. WAGNER, of the Denver Bar
OMEWHAT more than a year ago the Great White
Father of the United States went on a hunting trip to
capture the elusive American Voter. He had three
strings on his bow: a promise, an apology and a prophecy.
The promise was that there would be a "chicken in every
pot" at some time in the not too distant future. As time
went on and the chicken failed to make its appearance, he
answered belligerent inquiries by saying, "Things might have
been worse," and thereafter he wound up by a stirring prophecy that if the voter permitted himself to be captured by the
opposition, "The grass will grow in the streets of a hundred
cities, a thousand towns. The weeds will overrun the fields
of a million farmers, their churches, their hospitals, their
school houses will decay." When the voter became aware of
the fact that the chicken was not going to materialize, he felt
that he had been fooled, and it was no fun, either. He thereupon surrendered to the Democratic Medicine Man, who, in
his turn, became the Great White Father.
It might be noted that grass did not grow in the streets.
In fact, to avoid any suspicion in that respect, Mr. Roosevelt
forthwith prescribed not only grass preventives, but offered
bounties for plowing up wheat, corn and cotton so that there
would be a miraculous return to prosperity. He gave other
prescriptions to hasten the miracle. It is not my purpose to
show that the Medicine Man's prescriptions are good, bad or
indifferent, because only time can prove the results attained;
but I do wish to point out that they have but little similarity
to the measures recommended by his Democratic forbears,
which emanated from such well known principles as states'
rights, low tariffs, the theory that great business trusts are
evil things, and that the United States Government is essentially a "hard money government."
I have applied the descriptive word, "anthology"-"a
collection of flowers"-and I am about to offer you some of
the flowers of political literature, not only from the past
but from the present as well.
So far as tariffs are concerned, the Industrial Recovery
Act provides that:
"On his own motion, or if any labor organization or any trade
100
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or industrial organization, association or group which has complied
with the provisions of this title shall make complaint to the President
that any article or articles are being imported into the United States in
substantial quantities or increasing the ratio to domestic production of
any competitive article or articles, and on such terms or under such conditions as to render ineffective or seriously to endanger the maintenance
of any code or agreement under this title, the President may cause an
immediate investigation to be made by the United States Tariff Commission, which shall give precedence to investigations under this subsection, and if after such investigation and such public notice and hearing as he shall specify, the President shall find the existence of such
facts, he shall, in order to effectuate the policy of this title, direct that
the article or articles concerned shall be permitted entry into the United
States only upon such terms and conditions, subject to the payment of
such fees and to such limitations in the total quantity which .may be
imported (in the course of any specified period or periods) as he shall
find it necessary to prescribe in order that the entry thereof shall, not
render or tend to render ineffective any code or agreement made under
this title."

I have always assumed that the Democratic Party supported the idea of tariff for revenue only. Perhaps I am
wrong, for the Congressional Record discloses that on February 24, 1933, Senator Ashurst of Arizona insisted in Congress that:
"For more than a generation, opponents of the Democratic Party
have attempted to staple to that party the epithet, 'Free Trade.' The
Democratic Party never was for free trade. It was James Madison, a
great Democrat, who assisted in writing the Federal Constitution, who
was for eight years Secretary of State under President Thomas Jefferson,
and who was afterwards for eight years President of the United States,
who piloted through the first Congress of the United States the first
bill ever passed, and it was a tariff bill. The preamble of that tariff
bill, guided, as I said before, through the Congress by the genius of
James Madison, recited substantially the following: 'Whereas, it is
necessary for the support of the Government, for the discharge of the
debts of the United States and encouragement, protection, etc., that
duties be laid on goods, wares and merchandise imported.'
"The Democrats should assert themselves, and vehemently, to
point out these facts. The lack of a tariff on copper is one of the results
of free trade against which I inveigh upon every proper opportunity."

It may be that in 1908 the Democratic Party was not
aware of James Madison's protective instincts, because at that
time one of the planks in the Democratic platform favored:
ties.

"Immediate revision of the tariff by the reduction of import duArticles entering into competition with trust controlled products
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should be placed upon the free list. Material reductions should be made
in the tariff upon the necessities of life, especially on articles competing
with such American manufactures as are sold abroad more cheaply than
at home; and gradual reductions should be made in such other schedules
as may be necessary to restore the tariff to a revenue basis."

William Jennings Bryan had the depression of 1907 in
mind when, in commenting on the tariff plank in the platform, he complained that,
"The whole system is vicious. Business should not be built upon
legislation; it'should stand upon its own merit, and when it does stand
upon its own merit we shall not only have purer politics, but we shall
have less fluctuation in business conditions and a more equitable distribution of the proceeds of toil. * * *
"When a community has attempted to collect taxes for the aid
of an industry, even when the industry was to be located in the community, the highest court in the land has declared such a tax to be larceny in the form of law. If a city government cannot rightfully tax
all the people to bring an industry into the city, where such benefits as
are conferred are more easily seen and more universally enjoyed, who
will say that a farmer in the Missouri Valley can be rightfully taxed
to support an industry in a distant state?"

With respect to trusts, the law now provides:
"While this title is in effect * * * and for sixty
any code, agreement or license approved, prescribed,or
effect under this title and any action complying with
thereof taken during such period shall be exempt from
of the anti-trust laws of the United States."

days thereafter
issued and in
the provisions
the provisions

Grover Cleveland on September 8, 1888, in his letter
accepting the nomination for the presidency, attacked trusts

in the following words: "Such combinations have always
been condemned by the Democratic Party." And the platform of the party in that year agreed with Cleveland, in its
statement that:
"Judged by Democratic principles, the interests of the people are
betrayed when, by unnecessary taxation, trusts and combinations are
fostered, which, while unduly enriching the few, they combine to rob
the body of our citizens by depriving them, as purchasers, of the benefits of natural competition.
"With an unalterable hatred of all such schemes, we count the
checking of their baleful operations among the good results promised
by revenue reform."

Monetary policies of the present administration are well
reflected in the action which divorced America from the gold
standard, and this policy is emphasized now in the attempt
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to place a value upon the standard itself, which is the gold
dollar. About 1841, Andrew Jackson wrote a letter explaining his ideas about money.
"Ours was intended to be a hard money Government," he said.
"The duty of the Government is to leave commerce to its own capital
and credit, as well as all other branches bf business, protecting all in

their legal pursuits, granting exclusive privileges to none. Foster the
labor of our country by an undeviating metallic currency for its surplus,
always recollecting that if labor is depressed neither commerce nor manufactures can flourish, as they are both based upon the production of
labor * * * either from the earth or the mineral world. It is unjust
*

* * by legislation to depress labor by a depreciation of the cur-

rency with the idea of prospering commerce, etc., when it is, in reality,
injured by it."

As late as May 6, 1933, Mr. Roosevelt appeared to be
in entire accord with Jackson, because on that date he issued
a joint statement with one of the delegates from Italy, to be
issued at the World Economic Conference. The president
there asserted that:
"If normal life is to be resumed, the World Economic Conference
must be made a success. It must not only meet soon, but come to its
conclusions quickly. * * * We are in agreement that a fixed measure
of exchange valuations must be reestablished in the world, and we
believe that this measure must be gold."

"States Rights," the doctrine that each state should control its own affairs and that the National Government should
simply be a unifying force, has been one of the rock-bottom
bases of the Democratic Party since its inception. It is needless for me to indicate here the centralization in the Federal
Government under the N R A, the A A A and the national
system of unemployment agencies, which has been instituted
under the present administration. You will recall that in
Jefferson's first inaugural, that brilliant statesman was of the
opinion that there should be maintained, "the support of the
State Governments in all their rights, as the most competent
administrations for our domestic concerns and the surest bulwarks against anti-republican tendencies."
He was also
firmly convinced of the necessity of "the encouragement of
agriculture and of commerce as its handmaid," but it needs
little imagination to assume that he would not be in favor of
the present attempts to assist agriculture, because in 1798 he
complained that Washington was becoming altogether too
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arbitrary, and he remarked that, "Were we directed from
Washington when to sow and when to reap, we should soon
want bread." I must give credit to DICTA for unearthing
this fair flower of Jeffersonian Democracy.
Jefferson was not alone in his belief that in matters primarily involving the states, the Federal Government should
not interfere, and he gains ample support from Andrew Jackson, whose second inaugural address, delivered on March 4,
1833, contained the following paragraph:
"My experience in public concerns and the observation of a life

somewhat advanced confirm the opinions long since imbibed by me,

that the destruction of our State Governments, annihilation of their
control over the local concerns of the people, would lead directly to
revolution and anarchy and finally to despotism and military domination. In proportion, therefore, as the general government encroaches on
the rights of the states, in the same proportion does it impair its own
power and detract from its ability to fulfill the purposes of its creation.

Solenmly impressed with these considerations, my countrymen will ever

find me ready to exercise my constitutional powers in arresting measures which may directly or indirectly encroach upon the rights of the
states or tend to consolidate all political power in the general government."

He then proceeds to a statement of the incalculable importance of the union of these states, but it would be impossible
to misconstrue his conceptions as to their independent rights.
These theories were still bright and untarnished when Grover
Cleveland delivered his fourth annual message to Congress
in December, 1888. In the course of his address he said:
"This devotion will lead us to resist strongly all impatience of
constitutional limitations of Federal power and to check persistently
the increasing tendency to extend the scope of Federal legislation into
the domain of state and local jurisdiction upon the plea of subserving
the public welfare."

Al Smith, still a Democrat-although it is impossible
to predict how long he will remain such, as he has now become a bloated plutocrat-recently opined that "private initiative may sometimes need the curb and bit of government
control, but the Government is at its best when it supplements and cooperates with private industry."
When President Roosevelt was Governor of New York
he became an honorary member of the Phi Beta Kappa Society of Hobart College, and a speech which he gave on that
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occasion (June 10, 1929) expressed his views clearly on the
increasing centralization of power in the Federal Government."This

address," he asserted, "is by no means a plea for a return
to the States Rights theories of fifty or seventy-five years ago. It is
intended, however, to call definite attention to the political tendency
towards concentration. It is perhaps inaccurate to call it a tendency
towards concentration. It would be more accurate to describe it as the
gradual building up of power in the federal government because of the
lack of interest on the part of the individual in local government. In
other words, we are drifting into federal centralization, not because we
are in favor of it but because it is the inevitable result of our own
failure better to conduct our local governing functions.
"If there is failure on the part of a state to provide adequate educational facilities for its boys and girls, an immediate cry goes up that
a department of education should be established in Washington. If a
state fails to keep abreast with modern health provisions, immediately
the enthusiasts turn to the creation of a department of health in Washington. If a state fails adequately to regulate its public service corporations, the easiest course is to ask the Interstate Commerce Commission
or the Federal Trade Commission to take jurisdiction. * * *
"It is my hope and my belief that the trend to greater individualism and simplicity in the educational world will be followed as in the
past by changes in social, economic and political thought. * * *
"On you of the younger generation falls the immediate responsibility. On the one hand, you have the right to allow the drifting to
consolidation and centralization of government to continue. If you
do this you do so with your eyes open to the fact that it is a new experiment, that it may work, but that no stages of the world's history
give examples where it has worked. Every previous great concentration
of power has been followed by some form of disaster. During the time
of centralization all has seemed happy and prosperous. The mass of
citizens have had food, have had clothes, have had occupation and have
had abundant pleasures. It is unnecessary for me to cite the examples
of Greece, of Rome and of the 16th century."

It might be inquired as to the result of these changes and
to what other tenets those now being advanced might bear
some relationship. It might, therefore, not be out of place
to give you some of the measures advocated by the Socialist
Party. The 1932 "Socialisms" include the following recommendations:
First-A federal appropriation of $5,000,000,000 for immediate
relief for those in need, to supplement state and local appropriations.
Second-A federal appropriation of $5,000,000,000 for public
works and roads, reforestation, slum clearance and decent homes for
the workers, by federal government, states and cities.
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Third-The six-hour day and the five-day week without a reduc-

tion of wages.
Fourth--A comprehensive and efficient system of free public employment agencies.

Fifth-Government aid to farmers and small home owners to
protect them against mortgage foreclosures and a moratorium on sales
for non-payment of taxes by destitute farmers and unemployed

workers.
Sixth-Adequate minimum wage laws.
These measures have not been adopted in all of their
details, but they do reflect, to some extent, the policies of the
present administration.
All of the ideas advanced, whether of the old Democracy
or of the new Democracy, are no doubt calculated to bring
about a realization of true Jeffersonian Democracy, which
Jefferson himself defined as, "A wise and frugal Government
which shall restrain men from injuring one another and leave
them otherwise free."
Unquestionably, a great many benefits have accrued as
a result of the reforms adopted by the present government.
The farmer is enjoying more prosperity than he has known
for many years; the effect of the Government's monetary policies, clearly intended to be of a temporary nature only, has
been to cause an influx of gold into the country and a revival
of trade.
As stated before, it is not my object to prove that the
doctrines which have recently been formulated are beneficial
or otherwise. I have attempted only to indicate what I consider to be an ancient truth-and I believe that it applies to
all political parties-that party principles are primarily for
use once every four years in campaign declamations, and an
entirely new set of rules may be established when the party
is actually confronted with the necessity of administering the
government. In any event, I trust that the American people
will be more moderate in their attitude towards the Chief
Executive, and I believe everyone shares the hope of William
Hard, noted Washington correspondent, that we, as a people,
will refrain from lauding a President to the skies for the first
six months of his term and then proceed to "nail him to the
mast" for the remaining three and a half years that he is in
office.

"'Dictaphun;
THE TAIL WAGS THE DOG
DICTA'S advertising staff (the M. Sydney Grossman and the Mine.
M. 0. Edison) complains of the free publicity carried by Dictaphun. It
is their contention that other and well managed Denver publications
are run by their business offices and not by their editorial staffs. While
this smacks of commercialism, something to which the Editors of
DICTA have not succumbed except in their private practices, it will be
taken under advisement. In the interim it is the earnest advice of the
advertising staff that readers positively do not contribute to the wellbeing of those who do not advertise in DICTA. In this connection, and
while we are indulging in negatives, do not fail to observe that in
DICTA for January, 1934, two firms of lawyers advertise for the patronage of their brethren.
Such has always been the rule of the writer: When in doubt,
employ counsel.

GORSUCH, ESQ., ON REAL PROPERTY
To our thousands of loyal readers who, it is affirmed, read only
Dictaphun and skip the rest of this family magazine, we commend
"Defective Foreclosures of Real Estate," by John E. Gorsuch, of the
Denver Bar, reported in 11 DICTA 66. Aside, so far as we are able to
ascertain, from being a sound legal document, it is distinctly humorous,
and the dialogue between the mortgagor (Ben Dunn-played by Mr.
Gorsuch) and his lawyer (R. E. Tainer-played by Mr. Gorsuch) is
a model of that air of camaraderie and spirit of give and take that should
prevail between attorney and client. Neither should the rousing climax
be overlooked. Therein the mortgagee ("Mort" Gage-played by Mr.
Gorsuch) is brought to what appears to be irretrievable ruin by the
machinations or something of his son-in-law, a dumb lawyer (M. I.
Wise-played by Mr. Gorsuch). Mr. Gorsuch's portrayal of the latter
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role (on information and belief) is said to have been so lifelike as to
deceive any but the initiated.
The MM. Bradford-Robinson, DICTA'S (current) publishers,
however, dampen the effectiveness of Mr. Gorsuch's article, or at least
make his modesty comparable to ours, when they capitalized that "I"
in this sentence: " 'I can set that sale aside, for the mortgage company
forgot to dot the I in your name in the advertisement.'"

I DO NOT CARE WHO CASTS THE COUNTRY'S VOTES, IF
I CAN COUNT THE BALLOTS
Our esteemed contemporary, The Taxpayers' Review, which has
absolutely no connection with the Public Trustee's office, launches a
boom for the quondam head of the Motor Vehicle Department and
sundry other lamented but not late bureaus, in these words:
"Charles M. Armstrong, Secretary of State, will make a splendid
run if his many supporters can secure his permission to put him up as a
candidate. Charlie holds an enviable record as secretary of state. To
know him is to be his friend, which is after all a great asset when it
comes to tabulating votes."
Rumor hath it, and we are second only to Walter Winchell in our
love of the same, that The Taxpayers' Review is wrothy with His
Honor, the present Mayor. It seems the Public Trustee is frequently
called upon to sell the homes of widows and orphans, and that His
Honor has spared The Taxpayers' Review the ignominy of publishing
advertisements of such sales.

ADDITIONAL BOVINIANA
Joseph P. Constantine, Esq., Denver lawyer, and (we risk the
libel suit) a member of the 29th General Assembly, calls our attention
to an advertisement in The Brush Tribune, ornament of that fair
prairie city, to-wit:
NOTICE.
My pasture is full of cattle; therefore I cannot have it used for a
picnic ground and lovers lane, by day and by night. Consider this as
private property and act accordingly.
OTTO CHRISTENSEN.

ARBITRATION-CLAIMS AGAINST THE STATE-Parry et al. vs. Colo.
Board of Corrections-No. 13024-Decided Dec. 4, 1933Opinion by Mr. Justice Burke.
Defendant Board of Corrections employed plaintiffs as architects
to make certain plans for contemplated additions to the State Hospital
at Pueblo. The contract provided for arbitration of all questions in
dispute. The legislature failed to appropriate money for the contemplated structures. The architects presented a claim for $12,000.00, of
which only $500.00 was allowed by the defendant Board.
Three
arbitrators were then chosen in some manner and the defendant Board
appeared specially and objected to their jurisdiction. The arbitrators
held a hearing and a majority joined in an award to the plaintiffs,
which was filed with the Clerk of the District Court and judgment
entered and execution issued thereon. Defendant Board then moved in
the District Court to set aside the judgment and quash the execution,
which motion was granted, and plaintiffs appeal.
Held: Under the statutes of Colorado controversies which may
be submitted to arbitration and become the basis of a judgment in the
District Court, as was attempted here, are limited to those which may
be the subject of a civil action. The claim of plaintiffs here was a
claim against the State, whoever were the nominal defendants. The
State cannot be sued without its consent, and no consent had been
given in this case. Therefore the arbitrators were without jurisdiction.
-- Judgment affirmed.
CONTRACTS-CONSTRUCTION OF-Heid Bros., Inc. vs. Carver-No.
13076-Decided December 11, 1933--Opinion by Mr. Justice
Bouck.
Carver sued the company for breach of a written contract to buy
certain alfalfa hay. The company pleaded as the defense that Carver
had given a chattel mortgage on the hay and therefore was not the
owner of the hay under the provision of the contract, in which Carver
"guarantees that they were the owners of all this alfalfa hay and that
the same is clear and free of all mortgages, liens and claims of whatsoever nature."
Carver replied that the company knew of the chattel
mortgage when it made the contract and paid money thereunder, and
that the mortgagee approved the contract and waived and released his
lien. Upon conflicting evidence the trial court gave judgment for Carver.

Held: The evidence tended to prove that the parties considered
the chattel mortgage as waived and not existent within the true meaning of the contract provision.--Judgment affrmed.
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MORTGAGES -

FORECLOSURE

OF -

RECEIVERSHIP -

PROCEEDS

Chemical Bank and Trust Co. vs. Nat'l Mortgage and Discount
Co.-No. 12925-Decided December 18, 1933--Opinion by
Mr. Chief Justice Adams.
1. Plaintiff, as the holder of a first mortgage, and defendant, as the
holder of a second deed of trust, claim funds in the hands of a receiver.
Approximately two months after the sale of the property to the plaintiff bank for the full amount of its claim with interest and costs, plaintiff applied for the appointment of a receiver. The receiver collected
$16,081.55. These funds are claimed by the bank on the grounds
that after the sale and during the period of redemption it expended
approximately $40.00 more than the amount collected by the receiver
for taxes. The defendant contends that, irrespective of what the bank
paid, it was equivalent to the payment of taxes on its own property
and, therefore, cannot be recovered.
2. Motion was made to dismiss the writ of error on the grounds
that the bank did not file a motion for a new trial as required by rule 8.
This rule does not apply when the questions presented to the trial court
were purely questions of law, as here.
3. Statute compels the owner during the period of redemption to
pay taxes and it was incumbent upon the court to order the receiver to
pay the current taxes if the owner failed to do so. Judgment should
have been for the bank.-Reversed.
ALIENATION

OF

AFFECTIONS-EVIDENCE-

ADMISSIBILITY

OF-

Supperstein vs. Woods-No. 12887-Decided December 18,
1933---Opinion by Mr. Justice Campbell.
From a verdict and judgment thereon in favor of the plaintiff, the
defendant alleges error. Two main contentions of the defendant are:
I. Plaintiff was permitted to introduce into evidence a decree
of divorce which he had obtained against his wife. In this regard, the
jury was instructed that it was not to take into consideration those
facts which served as the basis of the divorce but was merely to consider the fact of the divorce to show the loss of affection.
2. The court permitted the admission of statements made to the
plaintiff by his five-year-old son to the effect that the defendant had
been a visitor to his father's house during the latter's absence. This was
properly admissable to show that opportunities were available to the
defendant to visit the plaintiff's wife and that the defendant had taken
advantage of those opportunities.--Judgment affirmed.
AID OF FORECLOSURE-Denver Credit Bureau vs.
Dull et al.-No. 13392-Decided December 18, 1933--Opinion by Mr. Justice Hilliard.
1. Defendant executed its note to the Public Industrial Bank,
which note was secured by a chattel mortgage. The payee had previously sought to foreclose but was nonsuited because no demand for pos-
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session had preceded the action. The note was then assigned to the
plaintiff here, who commenced this action. At the close of the plaintiff's case, defendant moved for judgment on the grounds that the
former adjudication of the action by the payee barred this action or
that the defendants had discharged their obligation.
2. The judgment against the payee was not on the merits of
the case but on the sole premise that demand for possession had not
been made and is such a situation that judgment does not bar the
present action and is not res adjudicata.
3. Contention that payment had been made did not appear to
be supported by the evidece.--Judgment reversed.
OWN
ON COMMISSION'S
WORKMEN'S
COMPENSATION-REVIEW
MOTION-FURTHER AWARD--SUFFICIENCY OF EVIDENCE-

Reynolds et al. vs. Fraker Coal Co. et al.-No. 13404-Decided
December 18, 1933--Opinion by Mr. Justice Butler.
The Industrial Commission, on its own motion as authorized by
Sec. 4484, C. L. 1921, Colorado, held a further hearing to determine
if there had been any error in the previous award or any change in the
claimant's condition, and made a supplemental award to the claimant.
Evidence relative to the claimant's physical condition and inability to
work from the time of the accident to the date of the further hearing
was presented and held sufficient to establish an error in the previous
award within the meaning of said Sec. 4484.-Judgment reversed with
directions.

vs. Gulinson-No. 12979-Decided December 22, 1933--Opinion by Mr.
Justice Butler.
Parties hereto are owners of adjoining lots. In 1912 defendant
decided to erect a brick building on his lot. At that time the line between his lot and the adjoining lot (which was later acquired by plaintiff)- was uncertain, and defendant therefore asked Devinsky, the then
owner of the adjoining lot, to share the expense of a survey. Devinsky
refused, and told defendant that the line of the fences then standing
would be the boundary line and agreed to use the wall of the building
defendant intended to erect as his fence. Defendant then constructed
the building, which has remained there ever since.
Plaintiff acquired title to Devinsky's lot in 1929 and thereafter
claimed defendant's building encroached on her lot about eight inches,
and brought this suit in ejectment. The District Court gave judgment
for defendant.
Held: Where there is doubt as to the true location of a boundary
line the adjoining owner may establish the line by parol agreement.Judgment affirmed.
DEEDS--BOUNDARY LINES--ORAL AGREEMENTS-Sobol
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PUBLIC UTILITIES-ABANDONMENT OF RAILROAD STATION-POWER
TO AUTHORIZE-CONTRACTS-CONSTRUCTION BY PARTIESDenver and Salt Lake Railway Co. vs. St. Clair et al.-No.
13030-Decided December 18, 1933--Opinion by Mr. Justice
Butler.
1. A particular method of operation under a contract for a period
of twenty-nine years constitutes a practical construction of the contract
by the parties.
2.
A contract, whereby land was conveyed to a railroad company in consideration of the establishment and maintenance of a railroad station thereon, is subject to the requirements of public interest.
Such station may be abandoned when required by the public interest,
notwithstanding the contract.
3.
The question whether the public interest does or does not
require the abandonment of the station is to be determined by the Public Utilities Commission, not by the courts.-Judgment reversed.
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION COMMISSIONS' POWER TO REOPEN CASE
-- Clayton Coal Company et al. vs. Industrial Commission et al.
-No.
13401-Decided December 22, 1933-Opinion by Mr.
Justice Bouck.
One Zak was awarded temporary compensation, under the Workmen's Compensation Act. No petition for review was filed by either
side and the award became final.
Thereafter, the Commission, under Sec. 4484, C. L. '21, ordered
a further hearing, notified both sides and took additional testimony.
The Commission awarded compensation for permanent disability, but
did not specifically find that any error, mistake, or change of condition
had intervened, as stated in the statute.
Held; that since there was a change in the Commission's findings,
we must assume that the Commission regarded itself as having previously erred. Under principle laid down in C. F. & I. vs. Industrial
Com., 85 Colo. 237, 275 Pac. 910.--Judgment affirmed.
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION-SUFFICIENCY OF EVIDENCE-Empire
Zinc Co. vs. Industrial Commission of Colorado and Luisita M.
Vasquez et al.-No. 13410-Decided December 22, 1933Opinion by Mr. Justice Burke.
The only question in this case was whether the employe was killed
by an accident arising out of and in the course of his employment. The
Commission so held and the employer sought a review of the award,
which the District Court affirmed.
The testimony of the only eye
witness tended to show that the employe was not killed in the course
of his employment. The only evidence offered to the contrary was the
company's report of the accident to the Commission on a form supplied
by the Commission, and the report of the State Mine Inspector.
Held: Such reports were proper evidence in the hearing before the
Workmen's Compensation Commission.--Judgment affirmed.
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REAL ESTATE BROKERS-COMMISSION-TRADE CLOSED BY OWNER
-IMMATERIAL
TESTIMONY-FAILURE TO PRESENT ALL INSTRUCTIONS IN ABSTRACT OF RECORD-Houston vs. H. G.
Wolff & Son Investment Company-No. 13048-Decided De-

cember 18, 1933--Opinion by Mr. Justice Burke.
1. The admission of immaterial testimony, even if erroneous, is
without prejudice.
2. Where parties to a real estate trade are brought together and
the trade effected through the agency of the broker, his claim for commission will not be defeated by the fact that the owner himself closed
with the broker's client on terms slightly different from those previously quoted.
3.
Certain assignments of error were based on two instructions
given by the trial court, but all of the instructions were not set out
in the abstract. In such case the presumption is that the jury was
properly instructed.-Judgmentaffirmed.

MECHANIC'S LIEN-SUBCONTRACTORS-CONFLICT OF EVIDENCE--

Nelson L. Protheroe et al. vs. Fred Bonser-No. 13005-Decided
December 22, 1933--Opinion by Mr. Justice Campbell.
Fred Bonser was a subcontractor under Protheroe, who was constructing buildings for St. Francis Sanatorium. He brought this action
to enforce mechanic's lien. Protheroe defended upon the ground that
Bonser had abandoned his contract. The trial court found the issues
for Bonser.
Held, upon review, that the case, as made by plaintiff's evidence,
justified the findings, the decrees entered upon these findings cannot be
interfered with.--Judgment affirmed.

PLEADINGS-MOTION TO STRIKE-DISMISSING WITH PREJUDICE-

Lazarus Bearman vs. I. D. Bronfin et al.-No. 12914-Decided
December 22, 1933--Opinion by Mr. Justice Holland.
Plaintiff filed his complaint for damages founded in tort. He
alleged a conspiracy upon the part of defendants, who were physicians,
to destroy his health and reputation. After his complaint had been
amended twice, upon defendant's motion to strike, the trial court sustained said motion, and dismissed the amended complaint with prejudice.
Where a complaint, and the amendments thereto, contain a mass
of useless and unnecessary statements, it is proper to strike the amendments, if they are merely repetitions of the original complaint, but
where a cause of action is stated, even though it be poorly stated, it is
error to dismiss the complaint with prejudice.-Judgment reversed.
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CONTRACT-PAROL EVIDENCE-AGENCY-Hoffman
vs. Wichita
Farm Lighting Company-No. 13080--Decided January 2, 1934
--- Opinion by Mr. Justice Burke.
Plaintiff corporation sold defendant lighting and heating equipment pursuant to written contract and defendant, having failed to pay
the price stipulated, plaintiff brought suit for the amount provided for.
Defense was an oral guaranty which defendant claims should have been
but was not written into the contract, and a denial of plaintiff's corporate capacity. The written contract contained a provision that no
agent of plaintiff had made any statement or guaranty such as alleged
by defendant or any other condition than the absolute sale of the merchandise. At the opening of the trial defendant admitted plaintiff's
corporate capacity, whereupon plaintiff moved for judgment on the
pleadings and motion was granted.
Held: Negotiations leading up to a contract are inadmissible to
to vary its terms, and the recitals in the contract limited the authority
of the agent and were binding on the defendant.-Judgment affirmed.
CHATTEL MORTGAGES-RECORDING---PRIORITY-McClain vs. Saranac Machine Co.-No. 12952-Decided January 2, 1934Opinion by Mr. Justice Burke.
Controversy was between a chattel mortgage of certain machinery,
whose chattel mortgage was not recorded, and bondholder, whose deed
of trust, executed by the mortgagor of the machinery prior to mortgagor's purchase of the machinery, contained a clause covering afteracquired property. Bondholder with notice of the unrecorded mortgage
brought suit on his obligation and a receiver was appointed. Chattel
mortgagee then brought replevin for the machinery against the receiver.
Held: 1. The receiver's possession was the possession of the court
and not possession of either the chattel mortgagee or the bondholder.
2. The chattel mortgage, though unrecorded, was good between
the parties, and the mortgagee having taken possession before the rights
of third persons attached, the bondholder not being injuriously affected
by the mortgagee's secret lien on the machinery, the mortgagee must
prevail
CONTEST-INTEREST ON-JUDGMENT AGAINST-Roberts vs. Board
of County Commissioners of the County of Cone.os-No. 13014
-Decided January 2, 1934-Opinion by Mr. Justice Campbell.
Plaintiff secured a judgment against Conejos County for moneys
paid to the county for tax certificates which were invalid, together with
interest on said sums at 8 per cent per annum, as provided by statute.
Trial court's judgment itself, however, did not bear interest, and plaintiff contends that the judgment should likewise bear interest at the rate
of 8 per cent per annum, which is the only question in the case.
Held: Judgments against counties growing out of matters conducted in their governmental capacity do not bear interest.-Judgment
affirmed.
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DIVORCE-FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW-LIMITATION ON ACT OF CHAPTER 90-1925 SESSION LAWS-JURISDICTION OF JUVENILE COURT-CartierVs. Cartier-No. 12836

-Decided January 8, 1934--Opinion by Mr. Justice Holland.
January 28, 1929, plaintiff below obtained findings of fact and
conclusions of law in her favor on noncontested case in divorce. No
motion to set the same aside was ever filed. On October 5, 1929, the
court, on motion of the defendant and over the objection of plaintiff,
entered a final decree of divorce, which judgment was reversed by the
Supreme Court and finding reinstated.
On April 6, 193 1, the lower court vacated the findings and gave
defendant five days to file a motion to set aside the reinstated findings
and the court thereafter set aside the findings and entered new findings
of fact on April 13, 1931, including an automatic decree of divorce,
and further found that the Juvenile Court had acquired jurisdiction over
defendant with regard to the support and maintenance of the minor
children, and on April 13, 1931, the plaintiff tendered for filing a
decree of separate maintenance which was refused, and on April 14,
1931, plaintiff filed motion to strike the findings and particularly the
new provisions in regard to an automatic decree and case was brought
on error to the Supreme Court.
1. This Court reviewed and fixed the status of the parties herein
in case No. 12482 by ordering that the decree forced upon the plaintiff
by motion of the guilty defendant be set aside and the findings reinstated.
2. Chapter 90 of the Session Laws of 1929 provided for findings of fact and conclusions of law and for provision for either party
within six months filing a verified petition to set them aside, and the
losing defendant cannot fail to avail himself of this right of such filing
within six months and wait until two years after the date of the original findings and by the indirect method of asking to have entered in
lieu of the original findings a findings that would automatically operate
as a final decree at the end of six months.
3.
The provision in such law that the findings of fact shall
operate as a decree of divorce at the expiration of six months if not set
aside on motion tending to set same aside, is not a retroactive provision.
4. The District Court cannot deprive itself of jurisdiction of the
defendant and the children by a finding that jurisdiction was excessive
in the Juvenile Court, where the record discloses that the action in the
Juvenile Court was for nonsupport and not a dependency charge. Had
the Juvenile Court acquired jurisdiction of the children in a dependency
charge, it could have retained that jurisdiction, but it was improper
in this case for the District Court to abdicate its jurisdiction.--Judg-

ment reversed.
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WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION-TOTAL

DISABILITY-MEDICAL

EX-

PERTS-Poole vs. Industrial Commission et al.-No. 13343Decided January 8, 1934--Opinion by Mr. Justice Burke.
Poole was employed by the Southern Colorado Power Co. as a
lineman and was injured in an accident arising out of and in the course
of that employment. The Commission's final award was temporary
total disability ending June 23, 193 1, and 80 per cent permanent loss
of the right leg measured at the knee. Claiming a total disability, he
obtained review in the District Court, where the award was affirmed.
1. There is no valid objection to the award that the evidence of
the extent of disability was restricted to medical experts.
2. Where in the final award the Commission made a finding
raising permanent disability from 20 per cent to 80 per cent and provided for a credit of prior payments thereon, such award is not objectionable, being based on the findings of fact of which the Commission
was the sole judge.
3. An objection that the date of the termination of temporary
disability, as fixed by the Commission, is nonsupported by the evidence is not tenable, this finding being based upon disputed facts and
the finding being based on conflicting evidence.-Judgment affirmed.
MISTAKE-FORECLOSURE-Walter W. Olmsted et al. vs. I. B. Melville et al.-No. 13146-Decided November 27, 1933--Opinion
by Mr. Justice Butler.
Through an error in figuring the amount of interest due, the defendants in error overbid, for certain property offered at a public trustee's foreclosure sale, the sum of $3,746.38. Plaintiffs, as the former
owners of the property, sue for this excess between the price bid and
the amount really owed.
1. Plaintiffs neither did nor refrained from doing any act in
reliance upon the mistake, nor were their positions altered. There was
no claim that they refrained from redeeming the property because of
the additional amount as stated in the certificate of purchase. In addition, plaintiffs were offered this property for the correct amount due,
and the defendants also offered to resell the property, but the plaintiffs
refused both offers.--Judgment affirmed.
REAL ESTATE-DAMAGES-APPEAL BOND-ESTOPPEL-Brown vs.

Ohman-No. 13020-Decided November 27, 1933--Opinion
by Mr. Justice Burke.
Plaintiff in error, plaintiff below, brought suit against defendants
for damages for dispossessing him of a strip of a lot 28 inches wide. In
the County court plaintiff recovered damages and on appeal to the
District Court, judgment was for defendants and plaintiff appealed to
this court.
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1. Where in appeal from County Court the bond is approved
by county judge and in the District Court the bond is attacked on the
ground that there was no order of the County Court fixing the amount
of the appeal bond, the approval of the bond by the County Court was
tantamount to an order fixing the bond.
2. Where the District Court, on appeal from County Court,
fixes the amount of appeal bond and a new bondsman by mistake signs
the old bond, instead of the new bond, and the same is approved by the
clerk of the District Court, such old bond becomes the appeal bond and
it is too late to raise such objections for the first time in the Supreme
Court.
3. The District Court held that the plaintiff was estopped to
bring the action. This is supported by the evidence.--Judgment affirmed.
HOMESTEADS-EXEMPTION-DEBT CONTRACTED PRIOR TO PATENT
-BREACH
OF PROMISE TO MARRY-ACTION Ex CONTRACTU

-Duling, as Sheriff, etc. vs. Salaz-No. 12988-Decided November 27, 1933-Opinion by Mr. Justice Holland.
1. In determining whether homesteads are subject to the debts
of the homesteader, exemption is the rule and liability is the exception.
2. Breach of promise to marry, and judgment obtained thereon,
constitute a debt contracted, within the terms of R. S., U. S. Sec. 2296
(U. S. C. A. Title 43, Sec. 175), which provides that homesteads
shall not be liable to the satisfaction of any debt contracted prior to the
issuing of patent therefor.
3. An action for breach of promise to marry is an action ex contractu.
Mr. Justice Bouck, specially concurring.
The liability on the original promise to marry did not constitute
in itself a debt contracted as of the date of the promise. Such liability
was not then in a liquidated or ascertainable sum, and so was not a
debt as that word is used here.--Judgment affirmed.

Opinion by MACON C.

"I coanur, Macon C."
"I dissent, Stallcup C."
TRITCH V. NORTON, 10 Colo. 337, 357.

(Dug up by Judge Denison.)
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Room service for the entire year. Make your arrangements now for 1934 meetings.
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